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Short History Of The Movies
The logo for The Flash movie. How do we know the exact length ... So, below, check out the not-so-brief history all leading up to today, the start of production on DC’s new film, The Flash ...
A Not-So-Brief History of The Flash Movie, Which Is Now Filming
It makes sense if you think about it: history can be pretty... let’s go with “not family friendly.” Also, for some reason, toddlers don't love learning about the Revolutionary War. Weird, right?
What To Stream Right Now For Kids Who Love History
This 1957 Romanian short animation and Cannes Film Festival winner skilfully and with incredible artistic expression manages to condense the entire narrative of human evolutionary theory into a ...
Brief History
Being a communist may not have been thought of as being socially acceptable particularly, but it wasn’t something you went to jail for being,” Water Bernstein, who was one of the first people to find ...
A brief history of the blacklisted stars of Hollywood
Their history reflects the evolution of Hollywood. By Nicolas Rapold In an era when TikTok, YouTube, and other bite-size videos are compulsively viewed by millions, you’d think short films might ...
Every Film in This Oscar Category Is an Underdog You Can Root for
Thomas Edison believed his invention in 1888 of a motion picture camera and seven years later a “kinetograph,” which projected these pictures onto a surface, novelties without practical uses. Soon, ...
Early silent movies awed local audiences
Nicholas Britell’s scores — for “Succession,” “Moonlight” and “The Underground Railroad,” among others — suggest whole new ways of writing for film and television.
The Composer at the Frontier of Movie Music
I went to my first training as a tour guide through the museum. I will have the pleasure of telling hometown folks and/or tourist about the Hangar in person, once ...
History and happenings at Hangar B
depending on the movies and on the political sentiment of the moment. The 1924 short “Notch Number One,” also known as “High on the Range,” delivered anti-marijuana propaganda in a Western ...
Reefer, man: A brief history of marijuana in the movies
How much to you know about the history of the Academy Awards? Here are 13 fascinating historical facts about the Oscars, from the moment when the wrong person got up on stage, to Sacheen Littlefeather ...
13 remarkable moments in the history of the Oscars
Paul Schrader is in the midst of one of the most illustrious careers in Hollywood history, but much of it seems to have occurred under the radar. He wrote “Taxi Driver” and Th ...
Paul Schrader on Making and Watching Movies in the Age of Netflix
THE MOVIE Featuring George A. Romero's adaptation of Stephen King's The Cat From Hell Was Released Back in 1990.
Horror History: TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: THE MOVIE Is Now 31 Years Old
As you can imagine, it warmed my heart to see a title for the long-awaited sequel to Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. The possibilities for the sequel are as bright and lustrous as the title art seen ...
Black Panther 2: How Wakanda Forever can take Marvel movies to the next level
Nola grew up living on a van with her father, Clint; two nomads against the world. When tragedy strikes, Nola must confront the reality of life on the road alone, learning to own her grief, her ...
The Short History of the Long Road (2019)
Theres no quicker way to make your film look old and dated than by including any form of technology in it, but texting seems to show up on a pretty regular basis both in movies and on TV.
Watch: A brief history of texting and the internet on screen
Whoopi Goldberg wants to introduce an older Black female superhero into the world, which would be a much-needed addition to a very short list of such characters. The EGOT winner, 65, revealed in a ...
Whoopi Goldberg wants to add to the very short list of older Black female superheroes
Electronic music — or, as we think of it today, most popular music — is so taken for granted that it’s easy to forget its original pioneers were iconoclasts of their time. Lisa Rovner’s ...
‘Sisters With Transistors’: A Brief History of Electronic Music’s Unsung Pioneers
Lifetime released a 30-second trailer to its movie, “Gone Mom: The Disappearance of Jennifer Dulos,” which is set to premiere on June 5. “I love Fotis, I’m going to have a family with him,” actress ...
Watch: Preview of 'Gone Mom' movie based on Jennifer Dulos disappearance
In short - "don't trust kids, they're Id driven monsters with obsessions making them capable of pushing them over the edge." Just look at Bobby Beale. And he's only in a soap.
Watch: A brief history of children in horror films...
June 22, 2020: Michael Keaton is revealed to be returning to the role of Batman in the film, which gives fans an idea of the huge scope this movie will have. August 20, 2020: Holy multiple Batmen ...
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